Prediction of common secondary structure across multiple RNA sequences is known to significantly increase accuracy in comparison with single-sequence based prediction methods. However. the computational requirements for joint prediction can often be daunting in comparison to single-sequence prediction. As a result, heuristic simplifications are often necessary for this joint estimation problem in order to perforn computations on current hardware in reasonable times. In this paper, principled heuristics are presented for the purpose of computation reduction based on probabilistic methods. The methods presented eliminate the computations over extremely improbable alignments and structures, thereby reducing computation with little or no degradation in accuracy. Experimental results over databases of RNA families with known secondary structure validate our methods, demonstrating over a two-fold computational speed up in tests over the 5S rRNA family, without any compromise in accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the major developments in biology in recent years has been the discovery of new functions for ribonucleic acids (RNAs). It was once believed that RNA molecules were merely intermediate copies of parts of the genetic information residing in DNA (deoxy-ribonucleic acid) that were created for the purpose of protein synthesis. More recently, it has been realized that RNA is a central player in cellular biology and serves a number of direct functions in addition to the conventional roles of messenger RNAs and tRNAs in protein synthesis. In these direct roles, the RNAs are not "coding for proteins" and the corresponding RNAs are therefore referred to as noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) [1, 2] .
As is the case for most biomolecules, the three-dimensional structure of an ncRNA determines its function and therefore a determination of ncRNA structure is key problem in biology. The structure of RNA is determined by interactions among the atoms that fornn the molecule and also by interactions with other molecules that are in their vicinity in cellular physiological conditions. The interactions vary in strength and accordingly a hierarchy is seeo in RNA structure [3] typically arranged in order of decreasing strength of the interactions The primary structure of RNA is a linear chain of four different types of nucleotides that are joined together by covalent phosphodiester bonds [4] . The four types of nucleotides can be identified by their nitrogenous bases adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), and uracil (U), and accordingly, the primary structure can be specified as a sequence of these four weaker [5, 6, 7] .
The primary structure of RENA is experimentally determined through sequencing [4] . In the coding role of RNA in protein synthesis, the function of the RNA molecule is determined largely by this primary structure, whereas for ncRNAs the complete three-dimensional structure is desired. Experimental determination of the complete three-dimensional structure is however rather difficult and expensive. Therefore computational methods for the prediction of the secondary, tertiary, and quatermary structure are of significant research interest.
The methods for prediction follow the hierarchy of RNA structure and the first step in this process is the prediction of secondary structure from sequence data representing the primary structure, which is the focus of the current paper.
JOINT PREDICTION OF RNA STRLJCTURE ACROSS MIULTIPLE SEQUENCES
For ncRNAs, often multiple sequences exist with the same structure and function. These are referred to as homologs. At the secondary structure level, it can be seen that the replacement one of the base pairs A -U, G-C, or G -U by another base pair from this set does not change the topology of the secondary structure. These base pair substitutions, referred to as compensatory mutations, are actually observed in nature in homologous RNA molecules. In addition, other minor changes in bases and base pairs may be encountered in homologous sequences without a change in secondary structure. Fig. 1 alignments, but these models can also provide estimates of the posterior probabilities of base pairing and of nucleotide alignment, respectively.
The algorithms for determining the posterior probabilities are closely related to those for determining the most likely estimates and have the same order of computational complexity, just as the Viterbi [15] and BCJR [16] algorithms for error correction coding share strong similarities and have same order of complexity The above observation suggests an alternative for pruning of the search space. Posterior probabilities of fold and alignment events can be determined using relatively simple computational models for these individually [18, 19, 20] . The search space for the computationally demanding joint alignment and folding problem can then be restricted to regions over which these probabilities are higher than a pre-set threshold. If the threshold is set fairly low, these constraints exclude only the consideration of highly improbable base pairing and alignment states. In regions where the folding and alignment are known with high confidence, computation is restricted to narrowly constrained regions whereas in regions where the folding and alignment are poorly resolved, a wider range of possibilities are allowed (for the joint problem). This methodology constitutes a principled data adaptive heuristic that concentrates the joint computation in regions where it is required. The application of this idea is described next specifically with respect to the pruning of the allowed alignment space for the Dynalign algorithm. This work was recently reported in [21] . Constraints based on posterior probabilities of base pairing have also been developed, albeit for a different algorithm for joint alignment and secondary structure prediction [22] .
ALIGNMENT CONSTRAINTS FROM POSTERIOR PROBABILITIES
Hidden Markov models (lHMMs) provide effective probabilistic models for the alignment of protein and DNA sequences where sequence information is conserved for homologs [20] . Fig. 2 . Two RNA sequences and a hypothetical alignment. The posterior probability ofthe alignment given the two sequences is then obtained from Bayes' rule and one can readily see that the maximum aposteriori probability (MAP) alignment can equivalently be obtained by maximizing p(si, s2, x). Additionally, using the model the posterior probability that the alignment state Tn occurs at nucleotide index nr along the first sequence and nucleotide index n2 along the second sequence as lies on the path representing an alignment in the 2-D array representation, at least one ofthe "preceding" points (i -1, j-1), (i, j -), or (i-l, j) in the 2-D array must also be on the alignment path. This implies that when restricting the search space for alignment for reducing computation, a specific alignment will be allowable under the alignment constraints if all co-incident pairs of nucleotides in the alignment are allowed by the constraints. Thus alignment constraints are often implemented as boolean (N1 + 1) x (N2 + 1) arrays that indicate the nucleotide positions for which co-incidence is allowed. As a specific example, an implementation ofDynalign that preceded the present work [12] used the following banded constraint for the alignment space
where Mi specifies the width of the banded region.
Instead of the static band constraint, a data adaptive constraint on the alignment space can be obtained by utilizing the HMM based probabilistic model for sequence alignment presented in Section 4. 1. Specifically, using the posterior probabilities for the alignment states in (2), the posterior probability that nucleotide position nr in sl is coincident with nucleotide position n2 in S2is readily obtained as p(n n2 S,s2) Ep(n n2 S, S2) An example of computed posterior coincidence probabilities for two tRNA sequences is shown in Fig. 3 , where the probabilities are plotted on a (natural) log scale. From the figure it is apparent that at the lower and upper diagonals of the matrix representing the alignment space, almost the entire the probability mass is contained in very narrow bands. This occurs because the sequences are highly conserved in these regions. In the middle region, however, there is an insertion in the first sequence and correspondingly the probability mass is dispersed over a wider region. An alignment constraint that excludes only the nucleotide coincidence probabilities for which the probability is very small is obtained by selecting a sufficiently small threshold probability Ptl,, ,h and allowing all co-incidence possibilities ni +T2 for which p(ni Ti2 SI, S2) > Pthresh. The resulting set of allowed co-incidence possibilities is shown as the dark gray region in Fig. 4(a) . In Fig. 4 (b) the alignment path as manually determined by Biologists is overlaid on this constraint in black. It can be seen that the constraint allows the true alignment, which is desirable. A comparison of the probabilistically derived constraint set against the static banded constraint is instructive, the latter is shown in Fig. 4(c) for a typical value of I = 6.
The difference between the two sets is shown in Fig. 4(d) . From these
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figures it can be seen that the probabilistically derived constraint set is data data adaptive: in regions of high sequence conservation, where the HMM narrows the alignment to a narrow region with high confidence, computation is restricted to a rather narrow band and in regions close to the insertion in the first sequence, a wider band of computation is allowed. Thus as compared to the banded computation the method concentrates the computation where it is required. Based on the fact that the light gray areas in Fig. 4(d) dominate the dark gray areas, it can also be conjectured that the method would provide an overall saving in computation.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The efficacy of the probabilistically derived alignment constraints as a method for pruning computations was evaluated by integrating these constraints in the Dynalign [ 11 ] algorithm for predicting the secondary structure common to two RNA sequences [21] . Dynalign with the probabilistically derived alignment constraints was also compared against the Dynalign with the banded constraint defined by (3) with 1 = 7, which was utilized in Dynalign prior to this work [12] .
The two versions of Dynalign were compared with respect to the accuracy of the predicted structures and with respect to the execution times and memory requirements. For the evaluation of the accuracy of predicted structures, a dataset of 309 5S RNAs [24] and 484 tRNAs [25] with known secondary structures is utilized. For each of the tRNA and 5S rRNA families, 2000 pairs of sequences were selected at random from the, respective, databases and the common secondary structures of the sequence pairs were predicted by each of the methods. The predictions were then evaluated against the known secondary structures in terms of their sensitivity and positive predictive vallue (PPV). The sensitivity is defined as the fraction of base pairings in the true secondary structure that are predicted (correctly) by the algorithm and PPV is defined as the fraction of the base pairings predicted by the algorithm that are present in the known structure. Execution time and memory estimates were obtained as averages over a randomly selected set of 100 tRNA and 5S RNA sequence pairs each selected at random from the RFAM database [26] . Table 1 compares the accuracy of the secondary structures predicted in terms of sensitivity and PPV For the purpose of comparison, the accuracy of the predictions obtained using a single sequence based prediction of secondary structure [27] is also included in the Table. From the tabulated values it can be seen that Dynalign with the probabilistically derived constraint and Dynalign with the banded constraint perform comparably in terms of their sensitivity and PPV, with a minor (though not statistically significant) advantage for the version with the probabilistic constraint. Both versions significantly outperform the single sequence prediction. Table 2 lists the average execution times and memory requirements of the methods for joint prediction of the common secondary structure of two sequences for the tRNA and 5S rRNA datasets. The tRNA data set had an average sequence length of approximately 77 nucleotides and the 5S rRNA dataset had an average sequence length of approximately 120 nucleotides. A comparison of the execution times for the 5S rRNA dataset demonstrates that the probabilistically derived alignment constraint sets cut computation time to less than half the value required by the banded constraint. This reduction is all the more remarkable since it comes without any reduction in accuracy (as already demonstrated in Table 1 ). For the tRNA dataset the methods are quite comparable with the banded constraint providing slightly faster execution. The gains for the 5S rRNA sequences are however more significant since the execution times are significantly larger for these sequences than for the tRNAs owing to their longer lengths. The results in Table 2 also indicate that the probabilistically derived alignment constraint sets also reduce the memory requirements, though only by a relatively modest amount.
Often results for structure prediction accuracy are stratified by se quence percent identity These can be found in [21] which also in cludes minimum and average statistics for execution times and mem Table 2 . Average execution times and memory requirements (in seconds and megabytes of main memory, respectively) of the structure prediction methods on 5S RNAs and tRNAs alignments from [24] and [25] . Based on a dual-core AMVD Opteron!i/-270 2.0 GHz system with 4 GBytes of main memory running Linux Fedora Core 4.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Pruning of the computational search space for joint alignment and secondary structure prediction can be performed in a principled data adaptive fashion by computing posterior probabilities for alignment and folding from individual models and thresholding these to exclude highly improbable regions from the joint computation. Results demonstrate that methods for constraining alignment based on this idea offer a significant reduction in computation for Dynalign without compromising accuracy. Over a 5s RNA family dataset with an average sequence length of 120 nucleotides the method offers more than two-fold speed-up.
Joint ncRNA structure prediction across two or more sequences can be employed in a variety of applications. One application of particular interest is the scanning of genomes in order to search for novel ncRNA genes [12] . This is a computationally demanding task since genomes can be fairly large (the human genome, for instance, has over three billion base pairs). A very significant speed-up of the joint algorithms is therefore necessary in order to speed up searches for ncRNA genes. While pruning of the search space helps in this respect, altemative approaches that ofler greater potential for speed-up are also worthy of exploration. In particular, turbo-decoding style iterative approaches for solving the joint problem by iterating over the individual problems with feedback may offer an attractive alteruative in this respect [28] .
